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Abstract
Studies of the internal methane conversion process were carried
out on an experimental short stack of two 100x100 mm electrolytesupported SOFCs. A whole series of experiments were carried out
on H2+CH4+H2O mixtures with different sets of conditions – an
increase in the ratio and consumption of methane, and then a
decrease in temperature.
The results of experiments at an operating temperature of
850°C showed that the kinetics of internal conversion was largely
underestimated. The assembly of two SOFCs converts methane up
to concentrations not exceeding the calculated equilibrium ones, up
to the maximum available flow rate on the equipment used –
187 ml/min – even without current passing. This fuel flow rate can
provide a current of up to 53 A, while the rated operating current
of these SOFCs is about 20 A, up to 30 A on methane-rich fuel.
The current further stimulates the conversion by generating
additional steam.

Introduction
Steam reforming is a well-known process for producing hydrogen or hydrogencontaining gas (synthesis gas) from methane or other hydrocarbon fuels. For methane, the
conversion process [1], accompanied by the shift reaction [2], proceeds on the surface of
the catalyst, which is most often nickel:
(ΔH298 = 206.1 kJ/mol)

[1]

𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂 + 𝐶𝐶2 𝑂𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 + 𝐶𝐶2

(ΔH298 = -41.15 kJ/mol)

[2]

𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂 + 𝐶𝐶2 ↔ 𝐶𝐶 + 𝐶𝐶2 𝑂𝑂

(ΔH298 = -131.29 kJ/mol)

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶4 + 𝐶𝐶2 𝑂𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂 + 3𝐶𝐶2

Steam reforming of methane is a highly endothermic reaction. According to
thermodynamic calculations, the equilibrium in equation [1] shifts towards the reaction
products at high temperatures and low pressures. Similarly, to equation [1], similar
reactions can be written for other hydrocarbons. In addition to these reactions,
undesirable reactions also occur which is reducing the yield of hydrogen and leading to
the precipitation of carbon:
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2𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝐶 + 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2

С𝐶𝐶4 → 𝐶𝐶 + 2𝐶𝐶2

(ΔH298 = -172.42 kJ/mol)

[4]

(ΔH298 = 74.87 kJ/mol)

[5]

The practical minimum steam/carbon ratio required to prevent unwanted reactions [35] is usually above 1.7 for natural gas. Typically, steam reforming catalysts are Group
VIII metals, in which nickel is most commonly used. Catalysts based on rhodium,
ruthenium and other noble metals are more active, but due to their cost, they are not used.
Nickel catalysts have proven their effectiveness due to the simplicity of their manufacture,
stability, and chemical activity (1). On such catalysts, the products of steam reforming are
determined by the thermodynamic equilibrium established between equations [1-5].
It has long been known that the heat required for the endothermic methane conversion
process can be provided by an electrochemical reaction in a stack (2,3). This has led to
the development of various concepts for internal reforming in high temperature solid
oxide fuel cells. There are two main approaches, which are called direct and indirect
internal reforming. Indirect reforming is the conversion of methane using reformers in
close thermal contact with the stack. So, for example, in (4), plate reformers alternate
with planar membrane-electrode assemblies (MEA). Conversion products from each
reformer are fed to adjacent cells. Thus, the advantages of indirect internal reforming are
close thermal contact between the stack and the reformer as well as the absence of soot
formation at the anode of the fuel cell, and the disadvantages are that heat is well
transferred only from the MEA adjacent to the reformer, and steam for the conversion
process must be supplied separately. A variation of this approach is the placement of the
reforming catalyst in the gas distribution units of the stack (1). Thus, in the process of
indirect internal reforming, the methane steam reforming reaction and the
electrochemical reactions in the MEA are separated.
With direct internal reforming, the process of steam reforming of methane proceeds
directly at the anode of a solid oxide fuel cell due to the high operating temperature and
the presence of nickel in the composition (5,6). The advantage of direct reforming is not
only thermal, but also chemical integration – the water vapor produced during the anodic
electrochemical reaction can be used for reforming without the need for anode recycling.
Also, the endothermic effect of steam reforming can be used to control the temperature of
the stack, but they cannot completely compensate for the heat generated by the
electrochemical reaction. In addition, difficulties arise in controlling the temperature
gradient along the length of the anode chamber (7). An example of using direct internal
reforming is a prototype of a 25 kW SOFC power plant (8) presented by Westinghouse.
On the other hand, the same work indicates that due to temperature gradients, it is
impossible to convert more than 30% of methane.
In work (9) it is shown that, supplying 30% methane to the electrolyte-supported stack
at the input, 22% is observed at the output. Thus, based on the literature data, a high
conversion rate in the process of internal methane reforming cannot be expected.
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and power plants based on them are among the most
efficient (10), eco-friendly (11) as well as reliable (12) power sources. SOFC electrical
efficiency lies in a range of 55-60%, combined heat and power efficiency exceeds the
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value of 85%. Hybrid systems with gas and steam turbines give opportunity to further
increase of mentioned efficiency levels (13-14).
Research team at Osipyan Institute of Solid State Physics RAS works on research and
development tasks in a field of solid oxide fuel cells and power plants based on them.
This works lie in different directions from search for new electrolyte (15) and electrode
(16) materials via investigation of electrode processes (17-18), as well as manufacture of
membrane-electrode assemblies (19-20), search for sealing glasses (21), construction of
SOFC stacks and fuel processors (22) up to power plant design, manufacture and testing.
In previous works synthesis gas containing of hydrogen and nitrogen was used as fuel
for SOFC stacks based on electrolyte and anode supported MEAs. Synthesis gas was
prepared in external devices: mixed artificially using compositions measured from fuel
processors or prepared in external fuel reformers. In this work studies of the internal
methane conversion process were carried out on an experimental short stack of two
100x100 mm electrolyte-supported SOFCs. It was shown that assembly of two SOFCs
converts methane up to concentrations not exceeding the calculated equilibrium ones, up
to the maximum available flow rate on the equipment used – 187 ml/min – even without
current passing.

Experimental Setup
A schematic of the experimental setup for researching the internal conversion process
on electrolyte-supported SOFC membrane-electrode assemblies is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup for researching the internal conversion
process on electrolyte-supported SOFC membrane-electrode assemblies.

The principle of operation of the experimental setup is as follows: with the help of
mass-flow controllers (MFC), the required consumption of fuel and oxidizer is set. The
fuel is passed through a humidifier to achieve the required moisture content. Then the
fuel and oxidizer are fed to the assembly of electrolyte-supported SOFCs located in the
furnace.
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The assembly temperature is monitored with a thermocouple and the open circuit
voltage is monitored with a Fluke multimeter. The exhaust gases are supplied to the gas
analysis stand, having previously passed through a humidity sensor. The stand includes
Siemens gas analyzers with the help of which the composition of exhaust gases is
monitored.
Results and Discussion
Internal conversion tests were carried out at the operating temperature of the
electrolyte-supported SOFCs – 845ºС.
A hydrogen-containing gas with the composition of 94.9% H2; 0.21% O2; 0.06% CO
was taken as a reference point (figure 2a) (flow rate 450 ml/min). The measured humidity
at the entrance to the assembly was 6.4%, at the outlet from the assembly it was 7.6%.
The open circuit voltage was 1.054 V. To study the heat effect of the reaction, the
temperature of the assembly inside the furnace was measured. When pure hydrogen is
supplied, the temperature is 845 °C.
To study the internal conversion process, methane was gradually added to hydrogen.
First, 2.4% (on a dry mixture) of methane (11.26 ml/min) was added to the available
hydrogen (flow rate 450 ml/min). The composition of the gas at the outlet is 91.78% H2;
0.18% O2; 2.27% CO; 0.13% CO2; 0.06% CH4 (figure 2b). The humidity measured at the
outlet from the assembly dropped from 7.6% to 5.5%. The assembly temperature dropped
from 845°C to 844°C. The open circuit voltage increased from 1.054 V to 1.08 V.
Observed processes indicate the beginning of the internal methane conversion process.

a

b

Figure 2. Composition of gas at the outlet of the gas analyzer. Fuel: a – pure hydrogen; b
– hydrogen + 2.4% of methane.

Then, the proportion of methane (26.86 ml/min) in a mixture with hydrogen
(450 ml/min) was increased to 5.6% (on a dry mixture). The composition of the gas at the
outlet is shown in figure 3a – 89.69% H2; 0.16% O2; 4.74% CO; 0.12% CO2; 0.29% CH4.
The humidity measured at the outlet from the assembly continued to decrease to 2.7%.
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The temperature remained unchanged (844°C). The open circuit voltage for the upper
MEA increased even further – to 1.14 V. Due to the fear of the start of the soot formation
process with a further increase in the methane content in the mixture and to check the
influence of the anode current on the conversion process, the assembly was stabilized
under a current of 10 A. At the same time, the composition of the gas at the outlet
changed as follows – 86.82% H2; 0.15% O2; 4.91% CO; 2.14% CO2; 0.02% CH4
(figure 3b). An increase in the concentration of carbon dioxide is observed, which may be
associated with the occurrence of the shift reaction and a decrease in the concentration of
methane.

а

b

Figure 3. Composition of gas at the outlet of the gas analyzer. Fuel – hydrogen + 5.6%
methane. a – without current; b – under current of 10 A.

For further experiments, the humidity was increased from 6.7% to 19.4%. The amount
of methane (62.33 ml/min) in the supplied mixture with hydrogen (450 ml/min) was also
increased to 12.1% (on a dry mixture). The gas composition at the outlet of the assembly
is as follows: 84.55% H2; 0.13% O2; 10.67% CO; 1.07% CO2; 0.13% CH4 (figure 4a).
The measured humidity at the outlet from the assembly drops from 36% (the value at the
previous point is under 10 A) to 11.7%. The assembly temperature decreased to 843°С,
and the open circuit voltage (upper MEA) increased from 0.993 V (without methane) to
1.027 V. As before, the assembly converts all methane supplied to it as the residual
measured concentration does not exceed the values calculated from the thermodynamic
balance.
At the next point, we continued to increase the concentration of methane
(86.28 ml/min) in the inlet mixture with hydrogen (450 ml/min) and brought it to 16.1%
(on a dry mixture). Outlet gas composition was following: 81.46% H2; 0.16% O2; 12.46%
CO; 0.62% CO2; 0.5% CH4. The measured humidity at the outlet from the assembly
decreased from 11.7% to 3.7%. The temperature also dropped to 842°C, and the open
circuit voltage rose from 1.027 V to 1.066 V.
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а

б

Figure 4. Composition of gas at the outlet of the gas analyzer. Fuel: a – hydrogen +
12.1% of methane; b – hydrogen + 16.1% of methane.

At the next point, it was decided to reduce the methane content (86.28 ml/min) in a
mixture with hydrogen (450 ml/min) to 15.3% (on a dry mixture). The composition of the
gas at the outlet is 85.56% H2; 0.15% O2; 10.75% CO; 0.55% CO2; 0.22% CH4
(figure 5a). According to thermodynamic calculations, the equilibrium fraction of
methane on dry gas for the measured input composition (15.3% methane + 84.7%
hydrogen) is 0.25%. That is, the measured result is even slightly below equilibrium. The
measured humidity at the outlet from the assembly has slightly decreased from 3.7% to
3.67%. The assembly temperature continued to decrease and reached 840°C, and the
open circuit voltage increased from 1.066 V to 1.078 V.
After that, due to the impossibility of further increasing the proportion of methane in
the mixture (low output humidity as an indirect sign of the threat of soot formation and a
decrease in assembly characteristics), it was decided to increase the consumption of
methane (187 ml/min) and hydrogen (1059.6 ml/min) while maintaining the same
proportions for dry mix (85% H2 + 15% CH4). However, the composition of the outlet
gas changed slightly: 87.16% H2; 0.15% O2; 10.54% CO; 0.45% CO2; 0.24% CH4
(figure 5b). The measured humidity at the outlet of the assembly slightly decreased from
3.67% to 3.15% The temperature of the assembly continued to drop and reached 838°С,
and the voltage of the upper MEA slightly decreased from 1.078 V to 1.076 V. Results of
tests and thermodynamic calculations for a composition of 85% hydrogen + 15%
methane are given in Table I.
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a

b

Figure 5. Composition of gas at the outlet of the gas analyzer. Fuel: a – 450 ml/min H2 +
86.28 ml/min CH4; b – 1059.6 ml/min H2 + 187 ml/min CH4.
TABLE I. Results of tests and thermodynamic calculations. Composition: 85% hydrogen + 15% methane.
H2O, %
H2, %
CO, %
CO2, %
CH4
%С
%H
%O
Inlet
19.4
68.51
0
0
12.09
4.73
87.68
7.59
Outlet
3.05
86.06
10.22
0.436
0.233
5.33
87.74
6.93
Estimation
5.62
84.6
8.98
0.55
0.257

It can be seen from the table that the proportion of carbon in the balance increases due
to a decrease in the proportion of oxygen. The methane yield is not higher than
equilibrium at the measured temperature. Thus, the results of experiments at an operating
temperature of 850°C showed that the kinetics of internal conversion was largely
underestimated. The assembly of two MEA converts methane to concentrations not
exceeding the calculated equilibrium ones, up to the maximum available flow rate on the
equipment used – 187 ml/min – even without passing current. This flow rate is capable of
providing a current of up to 53 A, while the rated operating current of these MEA is
about 20 A, up to 30 A on rich fuel. That is, the conversion capabilities of our MEA from
these data, even in the absence of current, are at least twice their own needs. The current
further stimulates the conversion by generating additional steam.

Conclusions
Thus, in the course of the experiments, it was not possible to obtain methane
concentrations in the exhaust gas that significantly exceed the equilibrium ones. This
result turned out to be extremely unexpected and undoubtedly positive, since it
demonstrates an extremely high potential of internal conversion and opens the way to a
sharp decrease in the requirements for the degree of conversion of fuel supplied to SOFC,
abandonment of a bulky fuel processor, reduction of costs for SOFC cooling and, thereby,
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an increase in efficiency, and reduction of mass and dimensions of power plants based on
SOFCs.
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